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Research question: 
 
What is the physical and environmental impact of the productive use of landscapes and how can it 
translate into a small-scale productive infrastructure in an urban context? 
               
 
 
 
Abstract 
 
The thesis is an investigation of global exploitation of nature, use of productive landscapes and its 
remaining structures as the cultural historical environment. The further aim has been to seek an 
alternative approach against a large-scale utilization of the environment through an elaborative 
process of an architectural intervention, combining public space and local production. The thesis 
background is exploring the human activities and outcomes in exploited landscapes and is departing 
from the issue of an anthropocentric approach toward the environment.  Further on, it analyzes 
different mindset on natural resources in relation to the building of civilization and society, the rural 
contra the urban. Against the background of a linear withdrawal of resources and in the long-term 
landscape productive decline, the aim is to prototype a productive infrastructure that works in a 
cyclical manner, re-using energy and being less dependent on resources at a large-scale. Departing 
from the regional environment in Umeå and its traditional agricultural and former industrial use of 
the landscape, the intervention is tested by considering the principles of sustained life by the 
immediate landscape. The aim has been to analyze and translate principles at the scale of landscape, 
farm and unit into a reproducible, productive infrastructure that harvest energy from recreation, 
cultivation, production and the condition of the topography.  
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Structure of investigation – a summarizing overview 
 
Overall, the essay is divided into three chapters. The first two chapters constitutes the background of 
investigation and the third is an architectural strategy to the issue.   
 
 

1. ISSUE 
The ambition with chapter one has been to display a comprehensive image of an exploited 
world and industrialized landscapes at a global level. Furthermore, the aim has been to 
discover how the current industrial use of nature as a raw material has evolved by tracing 
back into history of ideas on nature-view, the exploiting city and the exploited countryside. 
Reaching the conclusion that the combination of exploitation and a clear dividing line 
between man and nature, rural and urban has resulted in a subordination of nature.  

 
2. EXAMPLES 

Chapter two depart from an overview on current industrialized local environment, cultural 
historical buildings, industrial remains and their role in the environment as built outcomes of 
productive landscapes. Furthermore, the concepts of nature exploitation in chapter one is 
exemplified by displaying the functional division of landscape into productive forest, river, 
mountain and rural typologies in Sweden. It demonstrates how the use of nature as a raw 
material resource has affected the physical environment but also the natural conditions for 
several species. Lastly, the agricultural landscape typology is discussed from a global point of 
view, stressing the urgency of local adjustment due to climate change and its effect on food 
security. From the aspects of future productive and climatic uncertainty, the aim has been to 
consider alternative approaches to the use of landscape as a resource by investigating 
examples of societies that has adjusted, through crisis, to a post-fossil or post-industrial 
scenario. Resulting in local self-management in food production. In that sense, becoming less 
an exploitative agglomeration on its surrounding and more a productive, self-sustaining 
human habitat. 

 
3. ALTERNATIVE APPROACH 

 Departing from the fact that a transformation of productive principles is possible, the issue 
being highlighted is if that process could be initiated locally in a colder climate, through an 
architectural infrastructure. By tracing back one century in time, the aim has been to find 
previous ways of sustaining life in the regional context and further translate and receive 
principles from systems of traditional agricultural and industrial methods of using the 
immediate landscape on the level of Landscape, Farm and Unit. The aim with the 
investigation has been to:  

 
               -Create the infrastructure for a productive unit that harvest energy on the urban and                  
                 topographical landscape on a small-scale level. 
 
               -In the long term, a lowering of exploitative territorial claim on landscape outside the urban                        
                radius by self-sustaining principles in the immediate living environment.                       
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Artifact -  artifact (n.) 
1821, artefact, "artificial production, anything made or modified by human art," from 
Italian artefatto, from Latin arte "by skill" (ablative of ars "art;" see art (n.)) + factum"thing made," 
from facere "to make, do" (from PIE root *dhe- "to set, put"). 
 
Source: https://www.etymonline.com/word/artifact 

 
 
 
Introduction   
 
I started the investigation on a global scale, searching for evidence of a human dominance in the 
environment and making findings of a large-scale industrial and linear withdrawal of resources. 
Furthermore, I wanted to understand the historical implications behind our mindset and our 
productive approach toward nature. In parallel, I have attempted to analyze the prehistorical and 
cyclical processes in the use of landscape as a life-giving resource. From that point, the strategy has 
been to work at the level of landscape, farm and unit. The outcome, a productive hybrid, or as I want 
to manifest it; an organism that lives with the cycles of the seasons and harvest resources from the 
immediate context, has the goal to the largest extent use closed loops of energy in interconnecting 
systems and simultaneously being a public space. Lastly, I want it to be a small scale urban 
productive infrastructure utilizing landscape at a micro-level in contrast to the vast and pervasive 
extraction of resources at the global and regional scale. 
 
 
 
 
 

 
Figure1. Structural proposal to a productive infrastructure.  Image by author.   

https://www.etymonline.com/word/art?ref=etymonline_crossreference#etymonline_v_17037
https://www.etymonline.com/word/*dhe-?ref=etymonline_crossreference
https://www.etymonline.com/word/artifact
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Chapter 1 Issue    
 
An exploited planet  
 
The traces of the human species activities on earth are widely spread and thorough, easily accessible 
for anyone using the internet. For example, the built world with its infrastructure and cities are 
distinguishable through the NASA composite picture where several night satellite images of a 
lightened earth have been compiled into one, comprehensible image.1 It is also evident viewing 
aerial pictures and satellite images how large areas of the global landscape has been shaped into a 
brown, green and yellow coordinate system with elements of built agglomerations.2 Zooming in, 
examples of deforestation voids and perpendicular rural demarcations appears more clear. They 
demonstrate a human spatial impact on the natural environment3 where hard surfaces such as 
roads, infrastructure and cities are built at the expense of other species habitat,4 coming to the point 
when there are more human physical objects than species on earth.5 These objects, or artifacts, 
occupies the landscape in the form of electricity cables, bridges, communication towers, wind 
turbines and are often crucial for maintaining technically complex societies.6 They are occupying our 
surroundings in such a way that it becomes a given element in the landscape image. A few of these 
objects are still left as outcomes from a pre-industrial society.  
 
For instance, the Swedish rural landscape was characterized by timber structure artifacts used for 
storing and drying harvest. Those were the barn and the hay fence. 7 8 Some are still a part in the 
landscape today and bear witness of a labor intensive agriculture with no use of other machinery 
than man and livestock.9 Today, the Swedish farming is very dependent on fossil fuel driven 
machinery and has shifted from numerous small scale farms with many employees into less but 
greater entities. Consequently, the pre-mechanized rural landscape and its artifacts has become a 
museum in an otherwise large scale intervened surrounding. From the global point of view, the 
intensified mechanization taking place in the western world after WWII has made it possible to 
cultivate large surfaces of land. 10 Today, two thirds of arable land are farmed11 and makes it clear 
that the human territorial claim is vast and pervasive. 
 

                                                            
1 Earth at Night. Nasa, 2009. https://www.nasa.gov/topics/earth/earthday/gall_earth_night.html (Retrieved 2019-03-04) 
2 [Map service]  https://www.google.se/maps/@42.2886104,-83.9711523,10765m/data=!3m1!1e3 (Retrieved 2019-03-04) 
3 [Map service] https://kartor.eniro.se/?c=63.781955,20.896168&z=14&l=aerial (Retrieved 2019-02-22)  
4 Kan 25 000 människor flytta in här utan att naturen skadas? Vetenskapsradion. [Radioprogram] Sveriges Radio. Producer: Susanna 
Baltscheffsky, Björn Gunér, Peter Normark. P1. OCT.18, 2017.   
5 Antropocen – människans tidsålder. Filosofiska rummet. [Radioprogram] Sveriges Radio. Producer: Peter Sandberg, Thomas Lunderquist.. 
Lokatt media. P1 28 May 2017.  
6 Jonstad, David. Kollaps, Livet vid civilisationens slut. Stockholm: Ordfront förlag, 2012. p.26. 
7 Hässja. Nationalencyklopedin. https://www.ne.se/uppslagsverk/encyklopedi/l%C3%A5ng/h%C3%A4ssja (Retrieved 2019-03-04)  
8 Lada.Nationalencyklopedin. https://www.ne.se/uppslagsverk/encyklopedi/l%C3%A5ng/lada (Retrieved 2019-03-04) 

9 Jonstad. 2012. p.13. 
10 Thiel, Pella. Guidehandledning, 100 år i det svenska landskapet. Naturskyddsföreningen, 2009. p.16 
https://www.naturskyddsforeningen.se/sites/default/files/dokument-media/handledning/Guidehandledning_100arsjubileum_2009.pdf  
11 Sörlin, Sverker. Antropocen - En essä om människans tidsålder. Stockholm: Svante Weyler Bokförlag AB, 2017.p. 

https://www.nasa.gov/topics/earth/earthday/gall_earth_night.html
https://www.google.se/maps/@42.2886104,-83.9711523,10765m/data=!3m1!1e3
https://www.ne.se/uppslagsverk/encyklopedi/l%C3%A5ng/h%C3%A4ssja
https://www.ne.se/uppslagsverk/encyklopedi/l%C3%A5ng/lada
https://www.naturskyddsforeningen.se/sites/default/files/dokument-media/handledning/Guidehandledning_100arsjubileum_2009.pdf
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Threats toward planetary life 
 
Globally, urban growth, expanding infrastructure and deforestation is utilizing landscape at the 
expense of natural habitat. 12 13 Furthermore, the different landscape typologies are also competing 
with each other since expanding cities and infrastructure are growing on rural land,14 and agriculture 
at the expense of forest. 15 From that exploitation, the consequence is a lack of habitat continuity 
which makes it harder for wild life habitat and ecosystems to exist. The environmental professor of 
science Tom Lovejoy is stating;  
 
“...landscape is human dominated, and habitat is fragmented.” 16   
  
Apart from our claim of land, the use of fossil fuel enables an extensive human exploitation of 
resources.17 For instance, the mineral industry are causing the largest carbon dioxide emissions in 
Sweden18 and the global use of fossil fuel enables logistics by water and air, each sector causing the 
same amount of emissions as Germany, yearly.19 As it is already clear to many, combustion of oil 
leads to the rise of global average temperature in the biosphere20 and the consequence of 
acidification of ocean and warmer temperature is threatening many species21  Thus, we can point out 
that in itself a higher amount of carbon dioxide is impoverishing planetary life and at the same time 
making an intense exploitation of resources possible. Exploitation and the use of fossil fuel constitute 
a common threat toward planetary life and should be considered as one problem; the human 
disruption of earths life-giving systems that we are dependent on.22  
  
 
 
 

                                                            
12 Markanvändningen i Sverige, 6th edn. Statistics Sweden. Örebro: 2013. p.31. 
https://www.scb.se/contentassets/958ac7f0898b40f599f1d52219e03049/mi0803_2010a01_br_00_mi03br1301.pdf (Retrieved 2019-03-
05) 
13 Climate change and Regreening the Emerald Planet: Dwight H. Terry Lectures 2018. [Video] Youtube: YaleUniversity, NOV.6, 2018. 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=95NNUuV_5sw   
14 Lindeberg,Greger. Edman, Tobias. Moström, Jerker. Svanström, Stefan. Exploatering av jordbruksmark 2011-2015. Jordbruksverket, 
2017.p.4.https://www.lansstyrelsen.se/download/18.2e0f9f621636c8440272a4a0/1528447797593/Exploatering%20av%20jordbruksmark
%202011-2015.pdf  
15 Jorge L. M. Rodriguesa , Vivian H. Pellizarib , Rebecca Muellerc , Kyunghwa Baekd , Ederson da C. Jesuse , Fabiana S. Paulab , Babur 
Mirzaa , George S. Hamaoui, Jr.d , Siu Mui Tsaie , Brigitte Feiglf , James M. Tiedjeg,1, Brendan J. M. Bohannanc,1, and Klaus Nüsslein. 
Conversion of the Amazon rainforest to agriculture results in biotic homogenization of soil bacterial communities. PNAS, 2013. p.1. 
https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pmc/articles/PMC3549139/pdf/pnas.201220608.pdf    
16  Climate change and Regreening the Emerald Planet: Dwight H. Terry Lectures 2018. 2018. 
17 Jonstad, D. Stockholm: Ordfront förlag, 2012. p.25. 
18 Utsläpp av växthusgaser från industrin. Naturvårdsverket, 2018.  http://www.naturvardsverket.se/Sa-mar-miljon/Statistik-A-
O/Vaxthusgaser-utslapp-fran-industrin/? (Retrieved 2019-03-04) 
19 Hårdare miljökrav på sjöfarten. Klotet. [Radioprogram] Sveriges Radio. Producer: Susanna Baltscheffsky. P1 OKT. 3 2018.   
20 Plumer, Brad. Popovich, Nadja. Why Half a Degree of Global Warming Is a Big Deal. The New York Times, OCT.7,2018. 
https://www.nytimes.com/interactive/2018/10/07/climate/ipcc-report-half-degree.html (Retrieved 2019-03-04) 
21 Climate change and Regreening the Emerald Planet: Dwight H. Terry Lectures 2018. 2018. 
22 Goldsmith, Edward. Allen, Robert. Allaby, Michael. Davoll, John. Lawrence, Sam. A Blueprint for Survival. The Ecologist, 1972. p. 69. 

https://www.scb.se/contentassets/958ac7f0898b40f599f1d52219e03049/mi0803_2010a01_br_00_mi03br1301.pdf
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=95NNUuV_5sw
https://www.lansstyrelsen.se/download/18.2e0f9f621636c8440272a4a0/1528447797593/Exploatering%20av%20jordbruksmark%202011-2015.pdf
https://www.lansstyrelsen.se/download/18.2e0f9f621636c8440272a4a0/1528447797593/Exploatering%20av%20jordbruksmark%202011-2015.pdf
https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pmc/articles/PMC3549139/pdf/pnas.201220608.pdf
http://www.naturvardsverket.se/Sa-mar-miljon/Statistik-A-O/Vaxthusgaser-utslapp-fran-industrin/
http://www.naturvardsverket.se/Sa-mar-miljon/Statistik-A-O/Vaxthusgaser-utslapp-fran-industrin/
https://www.nytimes.com/interactive/2018/10/07/climate/ipcc-report-half-degree.html
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Historical and contemporary thoughts on natural resources and society  
 
In order to understand the mindset of an industrial use of nature as a raw product, historical ideas 
can help explaining the current order. Accordingly, the research has chosen to focus on the scientists 
of the 17th and 18th century as co-actors in neutralizing and systematizing nature into measurable and 
quantifiable matter. 
 
A Swedish example of a pioneer within the botanical science was the 18th century physician and 
scientist Carl von Linné (1707-1778).23 One of his magnum opus, the Systema naturae, has been 
published in several editions. In this work, he divides the flora and fauna into an extensive 
compilation in a Latin classification system. Thus, he enabled a scientific and international 
collaboration over linguistic borders. From that point of view, it is conceivable that Linné was 
discerning a future where nature had the potential to play a role in human progress. Namely, that 
organizing the environment could help us understand the benefits in order to cease the yield scarcity 
within agriculture of that time.24  
 
Like Linnés ambition to arrange and distinguish elements in nature, the French philosopher and 
mathematician, Descartes (1596-1650)25, developed methods in approaching the physical world. He 
built his own reasoning as a counter reaction toward education at that time, questioning the 
hierarchies within the learning system. Searching for a method to reach an unambiguous and certain 
knowledge he established what was called the scientific method. Consequently, he made a clear 
distinction between the outer and the inner world; res Extensa and res Cogitans, in which he defined 
Res Extensa as the outer, objective and measurable world and res Cogitans as the subjective, mental 
inner world. In that sense, the human being became a subjective center in an inanimate surrounding. 
26  The contemporary artist Trevor Paglen27 says in a lecture on landscape, art and archeology:  
 
“(…) these maps are kind of one instantiation of the great grid that was imposed on the west. A grid 
that imposed an order on our landscape that is vast and unknowable. It introduced a kind of the 
cartesian rationality and the logic on the landscape(…)”28   
 

                                                            
23 Carl von Linné. Nationalencyklopedin. http://www.ne.se/uppslagsverk/encyklopedi/lång/carl-von-linne (Retrieved 2019-01-30) 
24 Det nya landskapet. Människan och maskinen. [Radioprogram] Sveriges Radio: Produktionsbolaget filt. P1: MAY 5, 2017. 
25 René Descartes. Nationalencyklopedin.  http://www.ne.se/uppslagsverk/encyklopedi/lång/rene-descartes (Retrieved 2019-01-30) 
26 Descartes och den gamla världens död. Människan och maskinen. [Radioprogram] Sveriges Radio: Produktionsbolaget filt, P1 APR.21, 
2017. 
27 Trevor Paglen, biography. http://www.paglen.com/?l=biography (Retrieved 2019-02-05) 
28 Paglen, Trevor. Artist on Artist Lecture - Trevor Paglen on Robert Smithson. [Video] Youtube: Dia Art Foundation, NOV.2, 2016. 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=GEhrE0TQRV0&t=898s (Retrieved 2018-01-04) 

http://www.paglen.com/?l=biography
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=GEhrE0TQRV0&t=898s
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Figure2.  Agricultural land between lake Huron and lake Eire, United States. Google Earth.  
 
In practice, the claim of landscape and rational use has its Swedish example in the change of 
methods in forestry during the end of the 18th and 19th century.29 Before the turn of the century, vast 
areas of forest in the north part of Sweden were not yet discovered as a large-scale industrial 
resource. Frans Kempe, one of the Swedish industrialists at that time, saw its potential as a resource 
to acquire for industrial use in his company Mo and Domsjö AB. Simultaneously he was cooperating 
with the academic field in Uppsala , financing research in plant biology and simultaneously using 
media to influence the public opinion to the advantage of the forest industry. He saw the use in 
landscape as a resource to develop the northern part of Sweden. Consequently, the company built a 
society connected with a saw-mill in the archipelago of Västerbotten. Kempe had the idea, like Carl 
Von Linné, that using nature had the potential to enable a future progress of society and civilization. 
30 
 
Today, the tendency of emerging cities and global urbanization31 demonstrates how economic 
growth through an industrial use of natural resources have resulted in administrative and economic 
centers. The idea of the city as the future superior economical entity and human habitat is stressed 
by the lecturer and scientist on global market, Kjell A Nordström. 32  He foresees the world to consist 
of 600 citites, not 200 countries and he states that places outside the city is “junkspace”. 33 Further 
on, he describes the “junkspace” in the following terms: 
 

                                                            
29 Thiel. 2009. p.4. 
30 Frans Kempe. Nationalencyklopedin. http://www.ne.se/uppslagsverk/encyklopedi/lång/frans-kempe (Retrieved 2019-02-04) 
31 Markanvändningen i Sverige, 6th edn. Statistics Sweden. Örebro: 2013. p.31. 
https://www.scb.se/contentassets/958ac7f0898b40f599f1d52219e03049/mi0803_2010a01_br_00_mi03br1301.pdf (Retrieved 2019-03-
05) 
32 Kjell A Nordström. Talarpoolen. https://www.talarpoolen.se/kjell-a-
nordstrom/?gclid=EAIaIQobChMIzYLIw_Xo4AIViqiaCh2W3ACrEAAYASAAEgIZT_D_BwE (Retrieved 2019-03-04) 
33 Nordström: Stockholm växer snabbare än Kina – skräpytor som Värmland kommer tömmas på folk. Veckans affärer: JAN.18, 2017. 
https://www.va.se/nyheter/2017/01/20/nordstrom-stockholm-vaxer-snabbare-an-kina---skitytor-som-varmland-kommer-tommas-pa-folk/ 
(Retrieved 2019-03-04) 

https://www.scb.se/contentassets/958ac7f0898b40f599f1d52219e03049/mi0803_2010a01_br_00_mi03br1301.pdf
https://www.talarpoolen.se/kjell-a-nordstrom/?gclid=EAIaIQobChMIzYLIw_Xo4AIViqiaCh2W3ACrEAAYASAAEgIZT_D_BwE
https://www.talarpoolen.se/kjell-a-nordstrom/?gclid=EAIaIQobChMIzYLIw_Xo4AIViqiaCh2W3ACrEAAYASAAEgIZT_D_BwE
https://www.va.se/nyheter/2017/01/20/nordstrom-stockholm-vaxer-snabbare-an-kina---skitytor-som-varmland-kommer-tommas-pa-folk/
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“At the place, there are no universities, no entertainment, no shopping, only trees. If you go there, 
you will find three alcoholics, some kids and a couple of freaks. That’s what left, everyone else is 
gone.”34 
 
In contrast to Nordström, the Swedish journalist Po Tidholm, chooses to travel through “junk space” 
in the north of Sweden, visiting old mills and postindustrial environments. As a heading in an article 
in his book Norrland, he writes that “nature is a field” meaning that the forest use is an expression of 
a productive dominance in the landscape.35 Most importantly though, his main message throughout 
the book has an undertone of critique concerning nature as a peripheral provider for the 
administrative and economical urban center.  
 
 
 
 
Summary 
 
The timeframe of the different approaches on the use of nature stretches 300 year back in time until 
today. Within that chronology, we can outline different views on the function of nature; in the 
embryo of industrialization, a dualism between man and nature was strengthened by quantifying 
methods and dividing mental lines between man and his surroundings.  Further on, nature was 
discerned as a potential resource in building a new modern world. Today, Tidholm argue that the 
result of the use of nature as a resource is thinly populated societies in industrialized landscapes 
forgotten in favor for urbanization. From the perspective of economy and population, a growing 
urbanization is happening at the expense of an impoverishing countryside. Simultaneously, cities are 
propagated as the cluster of consumption and economic growth standing in contrast to the 
periphery, defined as junk-space.  
 
The vast and pervasive, global exploitation of land in combination with a distinct dividing line 
between nature and man, rural and urban have resulted in threatened species and subordination of 
natural landscape. From that point of view, it is relevant to investigate the local consequences of an 
industrial use of landscape and to further analyze how that could affect the human species.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

                                                            
34 Professorn: landsbygden snart en skräpyta. Aftonbladet. JAN.24 2017 https://www.aftonbladet.se/nyheter/a/r7Q50/professorn-
landsbygden-snart-en-skrapyta/ (Retrieved 2019-04-06) 
35 Tidholm, Po. Norrland, Essäer och reportage. Luleå: Teg publishing, 2014. p. 37-39. 

https://www.aftonbladet.se/nyheter/a/r7Q50/professorn-landsbygden-snart-en-skrapyta/
https://www.aftonbladet.se/nyheter/a/r7Q50/professorn-landsbygden-snart-en-skrapyta/
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Chapter 2  Examples 
 
 

 
Figure 3. Stone vaults - infrastructure used in former methods in forestry. Image by author.  
 
Artifactual outcome of productive landscapes 
 
From an artifactual point of view, grey timber cuboids with a pitched top are spread in the rural 
environment in the north of Sweden. Further along the inland of Norrland, gigantic concrete walls 
are trapping water in the rivers and steel-constructed industrial buildings along the coast appears to 
be a gigantic metal cannibal, refining the same material of which it consists.36 Altogether, the 
artifacts enable a human use and access to the resources of nature and eventually, the city as the 
urban landscape becomes an artifactual agglomeration and proof of the human ability to refine and 
create compacted surfaces in complex compositions. From that contemporary point of view, the 
proposal will use the city as an intervening context, using rural and preindustrial local examples as 
spatially influencing elements.  
 
Locally, architecture and industrial infrastructure are still present in and around Umeå as an outcome 
of a productive forest landscape. Initially, timber in the inland was cut and transported downstream 
the river. This resulted in saw-mills and grinderies closer to the coast. Many that was constructed 
during the century turn of 19th/20th century is still standing in the city of Umeå following the river out 
to the sea. Within the urban context at that time, they were built with an awareness in brick details 
and ambitious in its execution. In that sense, there was an aesthetically determined architecture and 
a closeness between productive units and everyday life. 
 
Beyond the forest-industrial architecture, infrastructure related to the timber handling characterized 
the landscape around its communities. Concrete vaults built in the water and manmade landmass 
                                                            
36 [Map service] 
https://www.hitta.se/kartan/pl/Lule%C3%A5%20Lule%C3%A5/2000006808!~65.55636,22.24064,12.908193768387418z/tr!i=hv7SfdRh/sea
rch!i=2000006808!q=Lule%C3%A5%20Lule%C3%A5!t=single!st=plc/tileLayer!l=1 (Retrieved 2019-05-01) 

https://www.hitta.se/kartan/pl/Lule%C3%A5%20Lule%C3%A5/2000006808!%7E65.55636,22.24064,12.908193768387418z/tr!i=hv7SfdRh/search!i=2000006808!q=Lule%C3%A5%20Lule%C3%A5!t=single!st=plc/tileLayer!l=1
https://www.hitta.se/kartan/pl/Lule%C3%A5%20Lule%C3%A5/2000006808!%7E65.55636,22.24064,12.908193768387418z/tr!i=hv7SfdRh/search!i=2000006808!q=Lule%C3%A5%20Lule%C3%A5!t=single!st=plc/tileLayer!l=1
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served the functions of the logistics in the industrial chain of refining timber. 37 Many of these 
industrial remains are still exposed and a part in the urban landscape image today.  
 
 
Productive landscape typologies 
 
Over the last century, several Swedish landscape typologies have become distinctively separated into 
single functions. For instance, most of the forest in Sweden covers two third of land which is 
productive.38 In comparison, the city typology is utilizing only three percent of the Swedish land-
surface39  but claiming surrounding productive land such as the river, mountain and forests for 
export and energy. For instance, the mining and hydropower has thoroughly remodeled its vicinity 
through subtraction of ore, waste-products and kilometers of changed rivers. 40 41  Like mining, the 
extensive use of forest has an export value, but the prize of the long-term utilization is higher; 
several life-forms and regeneration of life is endangered. 42 In parallel, nature protection 
organizations, academia and forest companies simultaneously have an agenda of land use. The 
environment historian Sverker Sörlin stresses that the actors, experts and competition in the forest 
has created a crowded and more narrow landscape room:   
 
“The conflict surfaces have become more to the number at the same time as the toolbox has become 
more advanced.” 43 
 
In contrast to the many actors in the forest, the rural landscape in Sweden has become simplified to 
fewer units and larger areas of used land.44  A transformation occurring since inefficiency and scarcity 
of the 18th century stressed a profound change in property division. Accordingly, agricultural 
reformations were initiated in the south of Sweden in 1750. During the next 150 years, the shift in 
land use changed the rural landscape significantly, shattering small farming communities into 
individual farming on roughly quartered lots. The end of the process in land division during the turn 
of the century (19th-20th) coincided with a technological development which further rationalized 
farming. As a result, the landscape became more productive and surplus yield was possible to sell.  
In that sense, the rural landscape became industrialized and connected to the international market.45  
 
 
 
 
 
 

                                                            
37 Ahnlund, Mats. Brunnström, Lasse. Eriksson, Karin. Vikström, Eva.  Äldre industrier och industriminnen vid Umeälvens nedre del. Umeå: 
Institutionen för konstvetenskap, 1980. p.130.  
38 Tidholm. p.42 
39 Markanvändningen i Sverige, 6th edn. Statistics Sweden. Örebro: 2013. p.8. 
https://www.scb.se/contentassets/958ac7f0898b40f599f1d52219e03049/mi0803_2010a01_br_00_mi03br1301.pdf (Retrieved 2019-03-
05) 
40 När forsarna återföds – om vattenkraften och miljön. Vetandets värld. [Radioprogram] Sveriges Radio. Producer: Camilla Widebeck, 
Peter Normark. MAY 17 2016.  
41 Alarik, Oscar. Gruvindustrin, Bakgrund och förslag. Naturskyddsföreningen. JUN.12 2014. p.11 & 13  
https://www.naturskyddsforeningen.se/sites/default/files/dokument-media/gruvrapport_naturskyddsforeningen.pdf (Retrieved 2019-03-
05) 
42 Thiel, Pella. Guidehandledning, 100 år i det svenska landskapet. Naturskyddsföreningen, 2009. p.7. 
43 Sörlin, Sverker. Sverker Sörlin, miljöhistoriker på KTH. [Video] Youtube: Svenska Jägareförbundet, 1 Mars 2012. 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=-oR8eUYWgCM (Retrieved 2017-12-29) 
44 Thiel, Pella. Guidehandledning, 100 år i det svenska landskapet. Naturskyddsföreningen, 2009. p.16 
https://www.naturskyddsforeningen.se/sites/default/files/dokument-media/handledning/Guidehandledning_100arsjubileum_2009.pdf  
45 Det nya landskapet. Människan och maskinen. [Radioprogram] Sveriges Radio. Produktionsbolaget filt, P1 MAY 5 2017. 

https://www.scb.se/contentassets/958ac7f0898b40f599f1d52219e03049/mi0803_2010a01_br_00_mi03br1301.pdf
https://www.naturskyddsforeningen.se/sites/default/files/dokument-media/gruvrapport_naturskyddsforeningen.pdf
https://www.naturskyddsforeningen.se/sites/default/files/dokument-media/handledning/Guidehandledning_100arsjubileum_2009.pdf
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Current agriculture and climate change  
 
Unlike the global trend, arable land and active rural areas are declining in Sweden today46 and half of 
our food supply is imported.47 We are rather dependent on global agricultural production and 
logistics in order to maintain life within our societies. According to the atmospheric scientist David 
Battisti, crop yield reduces with -10% per each degree of rise. Around the year of 2050, Battisti has 
calculated that every fourth year will be affected with a decline in -25% of harvest. This crop 
reduction calculation is based specifically on the factor of an increase in global temperature. Add to 
that water stress and sea level rise that contaminates ground water and plants that become more 
susceptible to disease in a warmer climate and unpredictable weather. In conclusion, the future food 
security is at risk due to a yield vulnerability in a world with more volatile weather conditions. 48 
 

In Sweden, the summer of 2018 was extremely dry, and a limited yield causing many farmers to send 
their livestock to slaughter. 49 In a situation where we would be disconnected from world trade and 
dependent on our own food production, starvation would prevail. 50 Furthermore, we cannot trust 
our ability to maintain a fossil fuel-mechanized industry that is utilizing productive landscapes since 
the source is finite; it is becoming more energy demanding to withdraw fossil fuel than what you 
receive from its incineration.51 Adding to that, the timeframe to reduce emissions before severe 
global consequences is narrow52 and replacing a large scale trade-system on a one-to-one basis with 
electric power is not realistic within given limits of time.53 54 From that point of view, cities and 
societies needs to adjust into smaller scale of locally managed production. Based on the disruption of 
ecosystems and insecurity in maintaining a large-scale productive system, the risk of future collapse 
in our societies is evident. From that point of view, a response with a locally based strategy for a self-
sustaining productive system becomes a necessity rather than a utopian dream.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
                                                            
46 Markanvändningen i Sverige, 6th edn. Statistics Sweden. Örebro: 2013. p.41. 
https://www.scb.se/contentassets/958ac7f0898b40f599f1d52219e03049/mi0803_2010a01_br_00_mi03br1301.pdf (Retrieved 2019-03-
05) 
47 Kan Sverige bli självförsörjande på mat igen? Sveriges Radio. MAR.2 2017.  https://sverigesradio.se/sida/avsnitt/855383?programid=950 
(Retrieved 2019-03-05) 
48 Battisti, David. Prof. David Battisti – Climate change and Global Food Security. [Video] Youtube: The University of Edinburgh, NOV6 2014. 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=KPfJvZ9TfPQ (Retrieved 2019-03-05) 
49 Torkan, bönderna tvingas nödslakta sina djur. Sveriges Televion. JUL.2 2018. https://www.svt.se/nyheter/lokalt/jonkoping/torkan-leder-
nodkris-for-bonderna (Retrieved 2019-03-05) 
50 Kusligt vältajmad bok om historisk torka. Svenska Dagbladet. AUG.6 2018. https://www.svd.se/kusligt-valtajmad-bok-om-historisk-torka 
(Retrieved 2019-03-05) 
51 Jonstad, D. Stockholm: Ordfront, 2012. p.31.  
52 Davenport, Coral. Major Climate Report Describes a Strong Risk of Crisis as Early as 2040. The New York Times. OCT.7 2018. 
https://www.nytimes.com/2018/10/07/climate/ipcc-climate-report-2040.html (Retrieved 2019-03-05) 
53 Hårdare miljökrav på sjöfarten. Klotet i Vetenskapsradion. [Radioprogram] Sveriges Radio. Producer: Susanna Baltscheffsky, OKT.3, 
2018.   
54 Forshed, B. Omställningens tid, tillväxtens slut och jakten på en hållbar framtid. Stockholm: Karneval, 2012. p.24.   
 

https://www.scb.se/contentassets/958ac7f0898b40f599f1d52219e03049/mi0803_2010a01_br_00_mi03br1301.pdf
https://sverigesradio.se/sida/avsnitt/855383?programid=950
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=KPfJvZ9TfPQ
https://www.svt.se/nyheter/lokalt/jonkoping/torkan-leder-nodkris-for-bonderna
https://www.svt.se/nyheter/lokalt/jonkoping/torkan-leder-nodkris-for-bonderna
https://www.svd.se/kusligt-valtajmad-bok-om-historisk-torka
https://www.nytimes.com/2018/10/07/climate/ipcc-climate-report-2040.html
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Adjustment in the postindustrial city – case studies 
 
Globally, there are examples of societies having adjusted to scarcity of resources and postindustrial 
societies. Since the soviet collapse 1989-1991 the access of fossil fuel to the socialistic nation Cuba 
ceased. A few years in advance, the Castro-regime had anticipated the risk and therefore initiated 
self-sustaining strategies. However, it did not reach to such an extent that it corresponded to the 
demand after the Soviet collapse in 1991. Consequently, crisis and starvation were a reality for many 
people at that time. However, the efficiency and outcome has increased and today urban farming in 
Cuba is producing more vegetables than is required per person and day.55  

In contrast to Cuba, the city of Detroit, a former car-industrial hub in a country with a different 
political system, has experienced similar transformation to the urban areas in Cuba. Due to industrial 
relocation and exposure to socio-economical stress, structural decay and high rates of criminality 
increased. In the urban fabric, the result has been a lack of available supermarkets and derelict plots. 
Nevertheless, the crisis has led to an organized urban labor-intensive farming emerging from an 
urgent need rather than a utopian idea of urban farming. Old, car-serving surfaces and decomposing 
derelict plots have become areas for plants and greenery. 56  
 
Summary 
 
The current industrial use of landscape demonstrates a functional division into separate landscape 
typologies which have resulted in a degrading of biodiversity but having an economic value. In the 
long term however, the approach of a large-scale utilization in a volatile climate and global 
dependency of food production puts us in a vulnerable situation. From that point of view, examples 
of life-sustaining principles in the immediate contexts are relevant in order to find an alternative 
approach. The conversion examples in Cuba and Detroit have emerged from crisis and need in a post-
fossil or post-industrial society. Departing from a Nordic context and the ambition to create local 
productive infrastructure in that climate, two concerns must be raised in relation to the examples of 
Cuba and Detroit:  
  

- The lack of an acute crisis of resource (as a catalyst for transformation). 
- A favorable climate for cultivation the whole year.  

 
From that point of view, it has been appropriate to depart from the regional context and previous 
societies that has managed to live by the immediate context through self-sufficiency and 
simultaneous use of several landscape typologies in the archipelago.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
                                                            
55 Forshed, B. Omställningens tid, tillväxtens slut och jakten på en hållbar framtid. Stockholm: Karneval, 2012. p.291. 
56 Ibid. p.91.   
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Chapter 3  Alternative approach 
 
Strategy: Building a productive system on the principles from productive landscapes 
 
The research has progressed through an elaborative approach by prototyping interventions in several 
contexts, departing from the background of an exploited environment, urban farming and the 
remaining artifacts of productive landscapes. The aim has been a local public productive artifact; a 
recreational platform and a spatial hybrid that constitutes an experimental approach toward 
producing vegetables, energy and interaction within the city. Further on, adjusting to a Nordic and 
urban context by using residual energy from public life and the specific condition of the topography 
to harvest energy.    
 
By bringing forth and gathering local, generic artifacts and architecture from regional productive 
landscapes in the coastland of Umeå, mainly forest-industrial and pre-industrial-agricultural, the aim 
has been to deliberate and translate principles of previous visible productive processes in the rural 
landscape into a contemporary urban context. For instance, the historical artifacts worked as a tool 
and an infrastructure to enable access to the landscape as an asset for life-sustaining purposes. The 
further investigation has had the aim to search relevant structures to make the topography and 
urban landscape available as a resource in a modern, urban context and analyzed how principles and 
elements from pre-industrial and century-turn-industrial times enabled the use of landscape. Further 
on, the aim has been to translate these principles into a new, productive typology and system. By 
dividing and analyzing former principles of production of landscape, farm and unit the aim is to bring 
forth and translate principles at each scale. 
 
 
1. LANDSCAPE / URBAN   
Utilize the assets of the landscape   
 
Former industrial rural societies 
The islands Holmön and Norrbyskär, in the region of Umeå, are former societies built on two 
different principles; Norrbyskär as a forest-industrial society and Holmön as a traditional rural. The 
prerequisites for a sustained production was either labour force at Norrbyskär or farming/hunting in 
Holmön. Both communities used water as an infrastructure; for carrying and exporting timber or for 
accessing water as a resource of food, enabled by several different boat-artifacts. The role of the 
landscape was in the case of Norrbyskär its topographical condition suitable for the different steps in 
processing and exporting timber while in Holmön, the farmland, water and surrounding forests had a 
multifunctional use of providing necessities. 57 58 
 
Translating those principles into an urban context, the traditional industrial/farming society becomes 
a system where the people and the public use are considered the driving engine in the production. 
That is, by utilizing units in the system that creates residual heat to be re-used in the system. Further 

                                                            
57 Nisser, Marie (ed.). Industriminnen: en bok om industri  - och teknikhistoriska bebyggelsemiljöer. Sveriges arkitekturmuseum. Stockholm, 
1979. p.130-132.   
58 Umeå 1314-2014, 100 berättelser om 700 år. Skellefteå: Artos & Norma bokförlag. Umeå: Johan Nordlander-sällskapet, 2013. p. 59-62. 
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on, the several layers of landscapes in the city; public, commercial and topographical are utilized to 
create an infrastructure that enables re-use and use of available resources. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
2.FARM / URBAN LOCATION 
Location and multiuse of resources 
 
Traditional farm system  
The pre-industrial self-sustaining life at the Swedish farm was enabled through optimized use of 
energy input and a multifunctional use of landscape. For instance, the cattle was as a driving engine 
in the cycle of cultivating land through its function as labour, food and producer of manure 
(nutrients) used in the fields. 59  Furthermore, the location and relation to the surrounding landscapes 
was important in order to put resources in cycles: available water, forest for cooking,  heating the 
living unit and fertile land for cultivation and food to the cattle. These were controlling factors in the 
location of the farm.60 
 
In an urban productive system, it would mean locating the unit in vicinity to public arteries and 
nearby businesses to harvest residual by-products such as organic waste and scrap materials. For 
instance, taking care of edible and organic food waste from nearby supermarkets and restaurants. It 
would mean creating conditions for returning organic waste in the infrastructure and integrate these 
elements with the construction system.  
 
 
3. UNIT of PRODUCTION / PRODUCTIVE UNIT  
   Developing elements and principles from former industrial and agricultural principles  
 
The units and artifacts that were built in relation with the preindustrial farm enabled the steps of 
sowing, harvesting and storing and were crucial for maintaining the cycles in food production. For 
instance, the hey fence was used for drying, the barn for threshing and the cellar to store vegetables 
during the winter.61 The further strategy in the proposed urban productive system is to use passive 
heating and cooling in a vertical/horizontal arrangement of cultivation units and a public vegetable 
storing cellar, using soil to keep a constant temperature. The further approach in order to prolong 
the cultivation season is to take advantage of mechanical and technological principles, according to 
the seasons. During high water levels in spring and intense sunlight in summer, the structurally 
integrated small-scale hydro-power and solar energy is harvested to contribute with electricity to a 
workshop and a course hub in spring/fall café during summer. During late fall and winter, the 
residual heat from a bath-tub and a sauna is re-used in the cultivation units.  
 
Except a seasonal response, the structural approach in the proposal is to work according to climatic 
principles influenced by traditional methods. The vertical structure of the preindustrial hey fence 
enabled the drying and collection of grain at the fields. Its appearance, several horizontal poles 
carried by a vertical, primary structure in a height of one to seven meters, was an infrastructure for 
                                                            
59Einarsson, Peter. Traditionell kunskap i modernt lantbruk.  CBM:s skriftserie nr 91. Centrum för biologisk mångfal,. Uppsala: 2015. p.37 
https://www.slu.se/globalassets/ew/org/centrb/cbm/dokument/publikationer-cbm/cbm-skriftserie/tkilantbruk-liten.pdf (Retrieved 2019-
04-06)       
60 Bocz, György Ängelkott. Reutilisation of Agricultural Buildings – Tourism and Sustainability in the Swedish Periurban Context. Swedish 
University of Agricultural Sciences. Alnarp: 2012. p.42.  https://pub.epsilon.slu.se/9116/2/bocz_g_a_121003.pdf (Retrieved 2019-04-06) 
61 Jordkällare. Nationalencyklopedin. https://www.ne.se/uppslagsverk/encyklopedi/l%C3%A5ng/jordk%C3%A4llare (Retrieved 2019-04-15) 

https://www.slu.se/globalassets/ew/org/centrb/cbm/dokument/publikationer-cbm/cbm-skriftserie/tkilantbruk-liten.pdf
https://pub.epsilon.slu.se/9116/2/bocz_g_a_121003.pdf
https://www.ne.se/uppslagsverk/encyklopedi/l%C3%A5ng/jordk%C3%A4llare
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holding yield and filtering air by vertical exposure. 62 In the productive infrastructure of the proposal, 
the core cultivation unit is integrated into a primary, enveloping structure in a vertical manner. That 
is to practice a multiuse of space by elevating levels of cultivation above a basement workshop and 
further allow for termite ventilation63 and to create good climate for cultivation by spatial insulation 
of a secondary, enveloping space.  

 
Figure 4.  Vertical principle in traditional farming and in the productive infrastructure. Image by author.                                                                                           
 
 
 
 
Spatial arrangement 
The spatial arrangement of the thresh-barn and the hey-fence is an example of the combination of 
two interrelating units placed next to each other, where the collection, drying and threshing of 
harvest was exposed through its infrastructural typology in the rural landscape. 64  
 
In the urban productive system, the organization of the process of recreation, cultivation and 
handling of the outcome are arranged in a line in three exposed steps. That is, the public recreational 
spaces, the core cultivation units and the last step of handling the product in a café and course 
learning facility. In the arrangement, the structurally light core cultivation units are resting in a 
primary transparent structure. Thus, it becomes a visually available inter-stage between the heat 
catalyst units and productive outcome space.  
 
From the century-turn industrial point of view, the structures were built with an awareness of long-
term durability and is still standing in the urban landscape today. Further on, the processes of 
production was often a visual element in the living environment with a close radius between the 

                                                            
62 Storhässja och tröskloge – kornet torkas och skiljs från sitt ax. Stiftelsen Kvarnbäcken. 2004. 
http://torvsjo.se/onewebmedia/Storha%CC%88ssja%20%20och%20tro%CC%88skloge.pdf (Retrieved 2019-04-06) 
63 Nyquist, Karin. Eco cycle design – kretsloppsanpassat byggande i praktiken. Göteborg, 2011. p.32. 
http://www.gellivare.se/Global/Nya%20G%C3%A4llivare/dokument%202011/f%C3%B6rel%C3%A4sningar%20byggf%C3%A4lten/Karin%20
Nyqvist%20%C3%A5h%C3%B6rarkopior.pdf 
64 Storhässja och tröskloge – kornet torkas och skiljs från sitt ax. Stiftelsen Kvarnbäcken. 2004. 
http://torvsjo.se/onewebmedia/Storha%CC%88ssja%20%20och%20tro%CC%88skloge.pdf (Retrieved 2019-04-06) 

http://torvsjo.se/onewebmedia/Storha%CC%88ssja%20%20och%20tro%CC%88skloge.pdf
http://www.gellivare.se/Global/Nya%20G%C3%A4llivare/dokument%202011/f%C3%B6rel%C3%A4sningar%20byggf%C3%A4lten/Karin%20Nyqvist%20%C3%A5h%C3%B6rarkopior.pdf
http://www.gellivare.se/Global/Nya%20G%C3%A4llivare/dokument%202011/f%C3%B6rel%C3%A4sningar%20byggf%C3%A4lten/Karin%20Nyqvist%20%C3%A5h%C3%B6rarkopior.pdf
http://torvsjo.se/onewebmedia/Storha%CC%88ssja%20%20och%20tro%CC%88skloge.pdf
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community life and the industrial processes.65 From that point of view, the system is built with an 
overall visually exposed carrying structure and a construction system of openness that allows visual 
access to the processes and thus creates a clearer understanding of the different units that becomes 
a productive infrastructure in the urban landscape.   
 
 
 
 
Summary  
 
The utilization of landscape is inevitable and crucial as a life-giving resource. However, the scale of 
human interventions needs to stand in relation to productive and environmental claim. The global 
level of exploitation, interconnection and dependency of production constitutes a weak link for our 
survival and the further proliferation of ecosystems. In the long term, it will make a difference if we 
are dependent on a resource being refined on the other side of the world or if it happens within our 
immediate living radius. From that point of view, a local production must act within the frame of the 
limits and potentials of the immediate context, accepting seasonal change and simultaneously take 
use of all available elements to keep an urban organism and productive infrastructure alive.  
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

                                                            
65 Ahnlund, Mats. Brunnström, Lasse. Eriksson, Karin. Vikström, Eva.  Äldre industrier och industriminnen vid Umeälvens nedre del. Umeå: 
Institutionen för konstvetenskap, 1980. p.216. 
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